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A novel proteoliposomal vaccine elicits potent antitumor immunity in mice
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Therapeutic vaccination against idiotype is a promising strategy for immunotherapy of B-cell malignancies. Its feasibility, however, is limited by the requirement for a patient-specific product. Here we describe a novel vaccine formulation prepared by simply extracting cell-membrane proteins from lymphoma cells and incorporating them together with IL-2 into proteoliposomes. The vaccine was produced in 24 hours, compared with more labor-intensive and time-consuming hybridoma or recombinant DNA methods. The vaccine elicited T-cell immunity in vivo, as demonstrated by secretion of type 1 cytokines. It protected against tumor challenge at doses of tumor antigen 50 to 100 times lower than that previously observed using either liposomes formulated with IL-2 and secreted lymphoma immunoglobulin or a prototype vaccine consisting of lymphoma immunoglobulin conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin. The increased potency justifies testing similar patient-specific human vaccines prepared using extracts from primary tumor samples. (Blood. 2007;109:5407-5410)
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Introduction

Immunization with tumor-specific idiotype (Id) protein conjugated to keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) and administered with an adjuvant induces anti-tumor immunity in patients with follicular lymphoma, and is associated with prolonged disease-free survival.1-4 Previously we demonstrated that a liposomal vaccine, made by co-entrapping hybridoma-derived lymphoma idiotype protein and interleukin-2 (IL-2) in a multilamellar coalescence vesicle (MLCV),5 protected mice against a lethal challenge of lymphoma cells via a CD4+CD8+ T-cell–dependent mechanism.6 IL-2 was chosen as a vaccine component due to its ability to expand activated T cells. Furthermore, we have previously demonstrated that IL-2 has a specific interaction with small unilamellar lipid vesicles, leading to the formation of MLCV used for vaccines.5 In a Phase I clinical trial, this liposomal vaccine formulation was found to be safe and immunogenic.7 Manufacture of individualized Id protein vaccines, however, using either KLH conjugation or liposome entrapment, required an expensive and time-consuming amplification of tumor antigen via hybridoma or recombinant DNA technology.8,9 The goal of the present study was therefore to streamline the production of patient-specific lymphoma vaccines. We developed a novel liposomal vaccine by replacing the hybridoma-secreted Id with natural tumor-derived cell membrane proteins and tested the formulation in a mouse lymphoma model. Our results indicate that the potency of the vaccine can be vastly increased by inserting in the MLCV liposomes either purified tumor-derived natural Id or cell membrane “patches” that may contain multiple tumor-associated antigens besides idiotype. Based on estimates of the amount of Id available from human tumor biopsies, this simple and rapid approach can be readily translated to clinical evaluation.

Materials and methods

Mice and tumor

Six- to 12-week-old C3H/HeN female mice were from the National Cancer Institute Frederick Cancer Research and Development Center (NCI-FRDC), Frederick, MD. The carcinogen-induced C3H 38C13 B-cell lymphoma has been previously described.10

Tumor-derived IgM

Secreted 38C13 immunoglobulin M (IgM) Id and a control IgM4C5 were isolated for use in immunoassays and vaccines following somatic cell hybridization (R. Levy, Stanford University, CA) and purification from ascites.5 A control vaccine formulation was prepared by glutaraldehyde conjugation at a 1:1 ratio of 38C13 Id and KLH as described.11

Liposomal vaccine preparation

Cell membranes were prepared from 38C13 cells grown in tissue culture or as solid tumors in C3H mice. Membrane proteins were extracted with diheptanoylphosphatidylcholine (DHPC) detergent and then filtered through a 0.2 μ filter. Multilamellar ‘membrane-patched’ proteoliposomes (MPL) were prepared by combining the membrane extract, IL-2 and small unilamellar vesicles of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine (DMPC) and using
an overnight coalescence process previously described for making multilamellar DMPC liposomes. A similar vaccine, “purified protein proteoliposomes” (PPL), was prepared using Id that had been extracted from cell membranes with DHPC and purified by immunoaffinity chromatography.

MPL and PPL vaccines were formulated with 80 mg/mL DMPC, 4 × 10^8 International Units/mL of IL-2 (determined by CTLL-2 bioassay), and various amounts of 38C13 Id (determined by capture enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) following dissolution of lipid vesicles with detergent). Incorporation of Id and IL-2 was generally 60-80% and 90-99%, respectively.

Assays and measurements

Freeze-fracture electron microscopy was performed as described. Cellular and humoral immune responses were measured as previously described.11

Results and discussion

Electron microscopic analysis of the MPL liposomes, mean diameter 2 to 3 μm, revealed patches with a bumpy texture surrounded by a ripple phase characteristic of DMPC bilayers (Figure 1A). The PPL liposomes, mean diameter 2 to 3 μm, in contrast had a predominantly ripple phase texture with bulges possibly caused by protein and associated water pockets trapped between the lamellae. Surface immunofluorescent staining of the MPL vesicles showed the presence of IL-2 and Id (Figure 1B) and other proteins found on 38C13 cells, such as H-2K, CD19, CD54 and CD44 (Figure 1C), while similar staining of the PPL vesicles showed only surface IL-2 and Id (data not shown).

Specific cellular immune responses to free 38C13 Id, but not to control IgM, were observed in the draining lymph node cells from mice inoculated once with either the MPL or the PPL vaccine. The magnitudes of the cellular responses assessed by proliferation and cytokine induction assays (release of IFN-γ and GM-CSF) were comparable to those observed in mice vaccinated with 38C13 Id-KLH + GM-CSF despite the fact that the MPL and PPL vaccines contained only 1.25 μg of 38C13 cell-membrane–derived Id while the KLH vaccine contained 50 μg secreted hybridoma-derived Id (Figures 1D,E and data not shown). In contrast, the anti-Id antibody titer was lower in MPL and PPL vaccinated mice compared with Id-KLH + GM-CSF vaccinated mice (Figure 1F).
Protection experiments demonstrated that survival following tumor challenge was highly dependent upon having the membrane proteins and IL-2 in the same MPL vesicle (Figure 2A). Liposomes containing only the 38C13 membrane extract or only IL-2 were ineffective ($P < .001$) and administering these formulations as a mixture resulted in partial protection ($P = .004$). These results were consistent with a previously published report that demonstrated optimal protective immunity in mice required the incorporation of purified hybridoma-derived idiotype protein and IL-2 in the same liposomal vesicle. The MPL vaccine was not significantly superior to control Id-KLH vaccine containing 50 µg secreted hybridoma-derived Id ($P = .26$) although the trend was in favor of the MPL vaccine (Figure 2A). The mice killed at day 50 were necropsied and were found to be tumor free by visual examination.

To determine the dose dependence of vaccine protection, groups of 10 mice were vaccinated once with either MPL or PPL vaccine containing various amounts of 38C13 cell membrane-derived Id and then challenged with a lethal dose of lymphoma cells (Figure 2B). A high level of survival was consistently observed in this and similar experiments at low Id doses of 0.5 to 1 µg. In contrast, the same level of protection required at least 50 µg Id for the vaccine consisting of hybridoma Id-coupled KLH, with or without added GM-CSF (Figure 2A and data not shown), and at least 40 µg Id for a vaccine consisting of liposomes containing hybridoma Id and IL-2.

To see whether an effective amount of antigen could be obtained directly from human follicular lymphoma patient samples, we extracted Id protein from lymph node biopsies. Using a capture ELISA assay for quantitation, the mean, range, and n of Id (in µg) per 2 × 10⁹ tumor cells for each group of samples was as follows: IgM-positive tumors = 131, 50.4 to 374, n = 12; IgG-positive tumors = 9.8, 3.6 to 18.8, n = 7; and IgA-positive tumors = 144, 22.8 to 212, n = 3. These amounts are sufficient to prepare multiple doses of vaccine at the Id concentrations (0.5 to 1 µg/dose) found to be effective for the MPL and PPL vaccines in mice.

The substantial potency of the MPL and PPL vaccines at low antigen doses may have arisen from long-lasting in vivo loading of antigen-presenting dendritic cells (DC) associated with liposome vesicles. Norbury et al and Wolkers et al further demonstrated that in vivo cross-priming is critically dependent on metabolically-intact, stable antigenic structures such as the cell membrane-derived Id used in the MPL and PPL vaccines, rather than peptides or chaperone-bound peptides. The vaccines appeared to be 50 to 100 fold more potent than vaccines (KLH-conjugated or liposome entrapped) containing secreted hybridoma-produced antigen (Figure 2A) could be due to the membrane insertional domain present on cell-derived Id (but not on secreted hybridoma-derived Id) that would serve to anchor and orient the metabolically-intact proteins in the liposome bilayers, potentially leading to increased immune stimulation. That the MPL vaccine in general resulted in slightly higher protection than the PPL vaccine (Figure 2B), suggests that there may be a contribution from unidentified tumor antigens in the MPL and/or that other membrane proteins, such as co-stimulatory and MHC molecules in the MPL, facilitated Id loading and/or enhanced activation of the immune system. Alternatively, the higher protection observed with the MPL vaccine could have been due to inclusion of retroviral antigens that could be present in the 38C13 lymphoma cell line. However, we believe that this is unlikely due to the induction of specific immune responses against the tumor-derived idiotype protein by the MPL vaccine, which was comparable to the prototype Id-KLH + GM-CSF vaccine that induced equivalent protection (Figures 1D,E and 2A).

The major advantage of the MPL and PPL vaccines are their ability to induce effective anti-tumor protection with small amounts of antigen. Preparing a human MPL or PPL lymphoma vaccine using the antigenic material directly extracted from a lymph node biopsy would circumvent the expensive and time-consuming steps (2 to 6 months) of preparing Id protein vaccines by hybridoma or recombinant DNA technologies. Manufacturing such a vaccine would require only 24 hours and the vaccine would be ready for administration immediately following standard release and sterility testing. This accelerated manufacturing process opens the possibility for innovative and potentially more effective vaccination regimens. In an accompanying article by Neelapu et al, page 5160, we present the results of a phase 1 trial testing an MPL-type vaccine in patients with follicular lymphoma.
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